New Book by Daniel Haley

POLITICS in HEALING:
The Suppression and Manipulation of American Medicine

If you order this book through California Citizens For Health Freedom, our non-profit organization will receive a 25% donation for each book. (See order form below).

This is a “must” read for anyone interested in The Health-Medical Freedom Movement; it exposes the systematic suppression of non-toxic products and healing modalities. While in the New York State legislature for 6 years, the author became aware of political patterns of suppression. These same patterns are exposed in the ten stories, mostly cancer treatments. He reveals how effective, inexpensive, non-toxic therapies that work, are suppressed, ignored, or deliberately misapprehended by governmental and private institutions.

These policies of suppression contribute to: fear on the doctor's part to attempt any treatment outside the AMA/FDA’s strict guidelines; astronomical costs of prescription drugs and medical care; a number of deaths from prescription drugs; and the revolving door between FDA and the pharmaceutical companies. He asks the question, is the FDA protecting the consumer, or are they protecting the companies from competition from inexpensive, effective, non-toxic therapies.
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Mail this form to: California Citizens For Health Freedom
8048 Mamie Ave
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